
Welcome!!!
AT Science Webinar



Technical Stuff - Webinar

● If you miss a session, let Tim know and you will 
get a link to the video.

● Daylight savings time
● Participants Window

○ mute/unmute, video on/off
● Chat Window

○ Questions -> everyone



Homework

● The offline component of the webinar is just as 
important as the online component!

● It is a time to synthesize and prepare.  It also 
prepares us for the webinar.

● It is essential that you do the required reading 
before the webinar!

● Essential!
● There is optional reading also
● There is a HW discussion page for questions
● You can always email us.

www.alexandertechniquescience.com/restricted-wor
kshop-resources/webinar-2019-resources/



Homework Discussion Page

● www.alexandertechniquescience.com/restricted-workshop
-resources



Facebook Discussion Page - Closed Group

● https://www.facebook.com/groups/ATsciencediscussion



Homework is 
Essential!!!



Science: PhD. Physicist.  Full time researcher 1997-2013. University of 
Minnesota, University of Amsterdam, Simmons College, AMOLF institute. Over 40 
peer reviewed publications over 2000 citations.

Alexander Technique: - NeVLAT/STAT certification with Paul Versteeg and 
Tessa Marwick - Amsterdam 2010. Co Owner Smartbody studio, Amsterdam.  
www.smartbody.nl

Dr. Patrick Johnson



Science: PhD. Neuroscience,  UCSD. Full time researcher 1999-2011. Affiliate at 
University College London.  Author of by far the most peer reviewed publications 
on Alexander technique as well as other movement science publications

Alexander Technique: Certified in AT 2010 With Shoshana Kaminitz Victoria 
Training course London

Dr. Tim Cacciatore



Overview of Webinar

● Our approach, debunking Magnus, the nervous 
system

● Posture, Movement and Balance
● Sit to Stand, Basic explanation of lessons
● Nonlocal effects, Primary Control
● Inhibition, End gaining, Stress and Startle
● Body Schema, Directing, Faulty Sensory 

Appreciation
● Overview



Why science and AT?

● AT practice is just fine without science!
● AT is still not well established
● There is already science in AT . . . and it’s not very 

good
● Science is catching up - we should be ready
● Improve our communication outside the AT 

community
● Improve our communication inside the AT 

community
● Maybe improve our practice?



Challenges of AT Science

AT terminology: 
inhibition

Scientific 
terminology: 

inhibition

?

Too much jargon!



Challenges of AT Science

AT terminology: 
inhibition

Scientific 
terminology: 

inhibition

“Raw” 
experiences, 

skills, and tasks



Challenges of AT Science

● Outdated science in the AT world

Reflex 
explanations



Challenges of AT Science

● Referencing current, peer reviewed, mainstream sources.
● Our popular AT books that reference science generally do 

NOT do this.
● Alot of this bad science is deeply rooted in our culture and 

may have affected the way we talk, teach, and even 
think.



What is a Scientific (peer-reviewed) Journal?

Often society affiliation



Finding research: Pubmed and Google Scholar

● www. pubmed.com, www.scholar.google.com

https://scholar.google.nl


What is a Review Article?

● Summarizes a bunch of research in one place
● May systematically analyze the statistics
● The best place to get an overview of the current collective 

opinion, but not infallible



Access to Full article

● Google scholar often has direct links to .pdf files.
● https://sci-hub.tw/ - (semi - legal)

https://sci-hub.tw/


Challenges of AT Science

● Synthesizing current scientific ideas into a coherent 
picture

● “Here’s a cool new study . . . “



Our approach to AT science

● Collect AT experiences and observations from teachers 
and students - jargon/spin free, specific, detailed

● Connect to science that relates to these experiences
○ recent, high quality peer reviewed literature

● Synthesize this science into workable frameworks
● Use these models to gain insight into AT terminology



Our approach to AT science

AT Jargon

AT Experiences 
and 

Obvervations

Synthesis of 
Ideas

Current 
Rigorous 
Science

Useful 
Framework



Top 3 Experts AT science

● Dr. Tim Cacciatore
○ UCL
○ “Twister”
○ “Sit to Stand”

● Ass Prof. Dr. Rajal Cohen
○ Univ. Idaho
○ “Lighten up”
○ End gaining

● Prof. Ian Loram
○ Manchester Metro. U.
○ Neck inhibition



Science for describing AT phenomena



Homework

● “AT phenomena” reading
● “How does AT work?”
● Hand against the wall game
● “Is AT about posture?”



How does AT work?  (Themes from your answers)

“AT teaches you better skills of self-regulation”

“one thing I know is that science didn’t convince me about the 
Alexander Technique- good old subjective experience did. I 
knew it was good, and real- because I experienced it as real, 
and it felt good, like, wonderful.”

Embodied Mindfulness:

“The Alexander Technique is mindfulness on the go”

I’m not confident of any explanation of the AT, scientific or 
otherwise. But what I tend to say, for example to a 
prospective pupil, is that we are learning what our postural 
and movement habits are, and how to stand, walk, sit, and 
generally move around with ease, rather than with the 
stiffness or strain that our habits tend inadvertently to 
generate over time.

● General
○ “Self Regulation”
○ Psychophysical Habits
○ Neuroplasticity
○ “I don't know how, but I know that it 

does”
● Awareness

○ Awareness of Tension
○ Awareness of Psychological States
○ Awareness Environment
○ Awareness of response to gravity
○ Kinesthetic Awareness

● Reduced Reactivity
○ “Reduced Reactivity”
○ Mindfulness
○ Stess Reduction

● Movement Habits
○ Improved Movement
○ Low effort
○ Ease
○ Increased Efficiency

● Postural Habits
○ Postural Habits
○ Poise
○ Reduced 

Stiffness/Tension
● Balance

○ AT improves balance



General

“First thing I usually say is ‘we know it works, well accepted 
studies show that is does in certain areas such as reduction 
of back pain, neck pain, and improvement of quality of life for 
Parkinson's patients. We don't know exactly how it works 
yet.’"



Awareness

“It is a way of bringing awareness to our way of moving 
through the world, which includes our emotions, attitudes, 
and physical mannerisms,”



Reduced Reactivity

“When we are reacting to any stimulus, whether it is 
emotional, intellectual or physical with a bracing of 
ourselves,  creating excess tension then we are 
impeding/interfering with the process of our upright 
balance, our movement, our breath, etc. and thus 
negatively impact how we perform our daily lives.”



Movement Habits

“The Alexander Technique is about learning to move/act in a 
way (i)that engages the whole system and (ii) that uses just 
the appropriate amount of muscular effort, no more, no less.”



Postural Habits

“I say that when we stand on the ground, the ground 
pushes us back up with an equal and opposite force.  The 
Alexander Technique is a way of organizing the body 
so that the "push up" can flow easily through the 
whole body, from the bottom of the feet to the top of the 
head.  This helps us stand and move in a way that is 
balanced, efficient and healthy.”



Balance

“Alexander Technique helps you to manage your balance 
and movement”



Observations of hand against the wall game

   Kohnstamm effect (1915)



Observations of hand against the wall game

● Mostly very good. 
● Sticking to observation and experience and not to 

explanations
● A few exceptions . . .



Experience and observation

“When I had finished counting to 40, I stepped away from the 
wall and my arm appeared to float upwards without my 
needing to consciously lift it. It felt light and the movement felt 
effortless. After a while, my arm ceased to float upwards but 
the lightweight feeling continued for a few seconds.”



Attempt to explain

“I see this as a reflex that operates immediately to effect arm 
elevation, but does not play a dominant role in voluntary 
movement”



What is posture/postural support system?  Is AT 
about improving these?

● In general very sophisticated responses
● A reluctance to say that AT is about posture
● More positive about improving “the postural support 

system”
● Sometime confusion about what each of these terms 

means



What is posture/postural support system?  Is AT 
about improving these?

“AT is not really about improving posture: it’s not about 
‘posture’ as such, as that suggests fixity; and it’s not about 
‘improvement’, as that suggests that there is a 
pre-determined correct way to hold or carry ourselves.”

“AT IS about exploring the postural support system - how we 
use it when we aren’t thinking about it, and how we might use 
it differently to promote physical (and mental/emotional) ease 
and flexibility.”  

“Postural support system” means the variable system of 
tensions created by muscles and other tissue that prevents 
our bones from collapsing into a heap on the floor while also 
allowing us to move around.



What is posture/postural support system?  Is AT 
about improving these?

“Is AT about improving posture?? At the outset of my 
studies I might have said yes, but at this point I don't think 
so, and I can't say that it is entirely about the support 
system either. Hmmm, I'll have to think on this one some 
more.”



What is posture/postural support system?  Is AT 
about improving these?

“I do believe that a person who can learn to reinstate 
length in themselves is restoring the function of a system 
that works to produce upright "posture" that feels 
effortless and springy and automatic. I don't know what 
that system is, or how it works.”



What is posture/postural support system?  Is AT 
about improving these?

Posture is the outcome of the combined interplay of 
person, place and task that enables a person to find 
support in all aspects of everyday living. It is both 
habitual and emergent, conditioned by biology, culture 
and life experience. It is a living, moving thing that 
evolves across the lifespan. . . . If I am always in a 
hurry, my posture will reflect a tendency towards a 
forward bias. If I have Parkinson's disease, my posture 
could well reflect a tendency towards implosion, 
regardless of the conditions.



What is posture/postural support system?  Is AT 
about improving these?

“Alexander Technique . . .  enables one to understand 
how the laws of gravity and expansion can either work 
with or against dynamic support of the moving body, 
and the degree to which each person's own voluntary 
thoughts and actions might more readily optimize or 
interfere with relationship of self-to-environment 
supports (ground, furniture, manipulation of objects, 
etc).”



What is posture/postural support system?  Is AT 
about improving these?

Have also never like the phrase 'postural support system' 
because I don't know what it means



How does AT work?  (Themes from your answers)

“AT teaches you better skills of self-regulation”

“one thing I know is that science didn’t convince me about the 
Alexander Technique- good old subjective experience did. I 
knew it was good, and real- because I experienced it as real, 
and it felt good, like, wonderful.”

Embodied Mindfulness:

“The Alexander Technique is mindfulness on the go”

I’m not confident of any explanation of the AT, scientific or 
otherwise. But what I tend to say, for example to a 
prospective pupil, is that we are learning what our postural 
and movement habits are, and how to stand, walk, sit, and 
generally move around with ease, rather than with the 
stiffness or strain that our habits tend inadvertently to 
generate over time.

● General
○ “Self Regulation”
○ Psychophysical Habits
○ Neuroplasticity
○ “I don't know how, but I know that it 

does”
● Awareness

○ Awareness of Tension
○ Awareness of Psychological States
○ Awareness Environment
○ Awareness of response to gravity
○ Kinesthetic Awareness

● Reduced Reactivity
○ “Reduced Reactivity”
○ Mindfulness
○ Stess Reduction

● Movement Habits
○ Improved Movement
○ Low effort
○ Ease
○ Increased Efficiency

● Postural Habits
○ Postural Habits
○ Poise
○ Reduced 

Stiffness/Tension
● Balance

○ AT improves balance

More Specific

Lots of Science



AT has acquired some models to describe AT 
phenomena

● Magnus master reflex
● Debauched sensory appreciation
● Overactive startle reflex
● Stretch reflex
● Righting reflex
● Natural movement
● Developmental Reflexes
● Tensegrity

 . . . and others

Some of which are outdated, 
incomplete, or wrong



AT has acquired some models to describe AT 
phenomena

● Magnus master reflex
● Debauched sensory appreciation
● Overactive startle reflex
● Stretch reflex
● Righting reflex
● Natural movement
● Developmental Reflexes
● Tensegrity

Master
Reflexes

“Habit”



“Liberated from the domination of habit, the postural 
reflexes gradually begin to function properly again.”
AT physiology presentation

“After millions of years of evolution you can rest assured that 
your postural reflexes work well enough if you don’t interfere 
with them.”
AT website

“To achieve ‘good posture’ we need to 
learn what not to do so as not to 
impede the righting reflexes.”
AT website

Master
Reflexes

“Habit”

Examples from AT experts



Examples from AT experts

“ . . . in order to move, all a person has to do is release the 
muscles at the back of the neck.  The head will then go 
forward slightly and, because of its weight, will take the whole 
body into movement.  In other words, in order to move, a 
human being has only to let go of the tension in certain 
muscles and a complex reflex system will do the rest”
Recent AT book

Master
Reflexes

“Habit”



Examples from AT experts

“F. Matthias Alexander and Rudolf Magnus observed over 
one hundred years ago that the relationship of the head to the 
trunk acts as a basic organizing principle governing human 
and animal movement–what Magnus and Alexander called, 
respectively, the zentralapparat and the primary control.”
AT website

Master
Reflexes

“Habit”



. . . even nobel prize winners

Proper stance and movement are . . . genetically old, 
environment resistant behaviors”  
(Tinbergen 1971)

Master
Reflexes

“Habit”



Neuroscience



What is a reflex?

• General definition: an action that is performed without 
conscious thought as a response to a stimulus.

Problems with this definition:
What is consciousness?
Says nothing about the nervous system.

• Specific (more limited) definition: A single path 
connects a stimulus and response - a “reflex arc”



What is a reflex - clarifying the terminology?

• Reflex: A single path connects a stimulus and response 
- a “reflex arc”

• Volition: Act of willing or choosing
• Automatic, Subconscious: Occurring not under 

volition

Not a reflex!

Automatic
Lack of Volition



Reflex or not?

“The right thing does itself”



Example of simplest reflex arc

● Neuron signals : 
1-100 m/s

● The simplest pathway
● For a given stimulus 

and response, a 
reflex short and fast



Reflex with interneuron



Withdraw reflex



Levels of control

Reflexes

High

Mid

Low



Changing the sensitivity of the withdrawal reflex

● Withdraw response
○ Hot plates
○ Hand slapping game

● Modulated by
○ Conscious choice
○ Emotional state
○ Postural state?



Levels of control - Higher levels can talk to low level 
circuits

Reflexes

High

Mid

Low



Startle Reflex is fairly complicated



Sticky Startle Pattern.  We live in fear?

Bad posture looks a bit like a startle pattern



Sticky Startle Pattern.  We live in fear?

● Startle as a Paradigm of Malposture
● FP Jones, Hanson & Gray 1964
● Fast, common => easier to study than postural tension



Sticky Startle Pattern. We live in fear?

“At first he [Alexander] thought he only had this 'version of the 
startle pattern' in performance but on closer observation he 
realized that he had a milder version of it all the time"

Book on AT

“If we become too vigilant and fearful, the quick reflex 
becomes a sustained pattern of tension”

Website



Hyperekplexia

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hc0k_mixpZc


Direct, well understood pathway

Inner Ear

Brain Stem

Spinal Cord

Eye

Jaw

Nec

Torso

Startle is a process, not a state!



States may affect the Startle process

Neurological Damage
Pre-Cues
Emotional State
Use?

But it doesn’t become 
ingrained.

Inner Ear

Brain Stem

Spinal Cord

  Eye
Jaw
Neck
Torso



Vestibulo-ocular-reflex (VOR)



Can VOR change?



Levels of control - Higher levels can change low 
level circuits

Reflexes

High

Mid

Low



Low level learning

Temporary modification Long term change



Motor requirements change 

The effect of activating muscle depends on factors that vary across a lifespan:

● Weight 
● Length of bones
● External loading
● Injury

As a result adaptation/plasticity is everywhere in motor system



Reflex (low level) learning - tuning

● Our body learns from its environment  
● The lowest level patterns and loops are tunable
● Many reflexes are tunable and thus similar to habits.

Master
Reflexes

“Habit”



Developmental “Primitive” Reflexes

● Moro reflex
● Walking/stepping reflex
● Asymmetrical tonic neck reflex (ATNR)
● Symmetrical tonic neck reflex
● Tonic labyrinthine reflex



Moro Reflex

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ur0UcdJ8sR0


Asymetric Tonic Neck Reflex

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ArhL_1Q9icg


Developmental “Primitive” Reflexes

● These go away by the end of the first year
● If they don’t it's a problem

○ Cerebral Palsy
○ Dementia
○ Lesions
○ Strokes



Reflex (low level) learning - tuning

● Our body learns from its environment  
● The lowest level patterns and loops are tunable
● There is no “natural” “master” reflex “underneath” habit
● Many reflexes are tunable and thus similar to habits.
● Persistence of primitive reflex movements is a problem, 

not a good thing

Master
Reflexes

“Habit”


